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Avid adventurers Bethany Williams and Vince Nelson take you on a tour of the Kalalau Trail in

Kauai Hawaii. Known as one of the 10 hardest and most dangerous hikes in the U.S., they traverse

this difficult trail and give you advice and inspiration for your journey. Though they have spent more

time in the boardroom than in nature, both have traveled the globe in their pursuit to find joy and

inspiration in the great outdoors. Bethany is the host of Home Made Money on CFFNation, and

Vince is the producer of the show. Discover a part of the island that you never knew existed, and

journey to the real Garden of Eden.
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A thoughtful mentor, powerhouse speaker, work/life balance career coach, successful author and

high-level business executive, Bethany has taught thousands of people how to propel their lives and

careers to higher altitudes. She knows [and does!] what works in corporate and personal settings.

She does all of this while managing a successful career as an executive, and a mother of three.

Thousands read her inspirational blog, Winning Strategies, for motivation and encouragement. She

has authored six other books to inspire readers toward success and a better life. Her book, Brand

YOU, hit No. 1 in Advertising on  during its first week of release and now sells internationally. Her

work life balance book, Live Your Dreams, inspires readers to get off the couch and jump into the

life they dream of; offering inspirational stories and ideas to help readers take the first leap. Vincent

Nelson has traveled the world over as a leader in philanthropic endeavors, starting businesses to

fund churches, orphanages and drug rehab centers. Additionally he's served as a pastor for

seventeen years, being passionate about helping free people to fulfill their dreams and purpose in



life. Vince spent the summers growing up as a young boy hiking and backpacking the mountains of

Colorado and New Mexico. His love of the outdoors grew to becoming an avid whitewater expert

kayaking and rafting. Additionally he expanded his outdoor adventures to countries like Ukraine,

Argentina, Peru, and the  in Brail. If you are ever trying to find him in an office, you might have better

luck finding him on a trail out in the wild somewhere. Now partnered together in business and in life,

the two together make up Dreamscapers, helping people like you to find your purpose and meaning

in life while exploring the outdoors. Watch for exciting videos and guidebooks.

It was a quick read that gives you information on the trail for those with not a lot of experience.

Definitely more of a narrative but I enjoyed it. Can read in a couple hrs...took some of the

suggestions and think we had a better trip because of it.

Enjoyed the insights of a couple of hikers who took on this beautiful and challenging trail

This reads like somebody's Facebook vacation post. Follow the journey of two middle aged, out of

shape people as they vacation through the trail. I was hoping for maps, laws, elevation data,

weather charts, you know, useful stuff. Not "here's what this was like when we stumbled around on

this trail once for our hawaii vacation".
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